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1. Overview 
1.1. Free from its parent, ALUE is now a division of Huaxin, a Chinese investment company. The new 

ALUE offers networking and communications solutions for small-large enterprises, globally. ALU 

retains 15% ownership on the new company. 

1.2. The company will eventually rename, but not in 2015.  

1.3. ALUE is prioritizing its Open Touch portfolio, and will evolve its other PBX and UC solutions 

toward Open Touch which is evolving rapidly – applications, devices, and services.  

2. Updated Messaging  
2.1. ALUE recently hosted a global partner event (InPulse15) in Paris, France. The company used this 

event as its post-acquisition coming out party and updated partners and analysts on its near 

term strategies and programs.  

2.2. ALUE presented a business plan focused on specific priorities and outcomes.  The four 

priorities: its existing customer base, targeted geographies, selected verticals, and cloud. 

Outcomes are meant to better align its offers with customer and partner objectives.  

2.3. The verticals include hospitality, healthcare, and education.  

2.4.  The new owners have signaled a willingness to invest in ALUE, but other than the acquisition 

itself, no new investments were identified. ALUE expects significant new investments that will 

fund incremental and non-organic growth.  

2.5. ALUE updated mission is: “With our partners, we co-create the personalized connected 

experience that delivers tangible outcomes to our customers and their end-users.” It clearly 

highlights a partner-first GTM and orientation toward customer and partner outcomes.  

2.6. Major product announcements included OpenTouch Personal Cloud (overlay collaboration 

service), new premium endpoints, and OpenTouch 2.0 with a revised modular design and multi-

media contact center.  

3. Observations 
3.1. The new owners appear to be taking a silent role. ALUE management remains in place including 

CEO Michel Emelianoff who was previously President of the Enterprise division. 

3.2. The firm practically remains French, with its headquarters in Paris, predominate French 

management team, and most of its jobs in the West.  

3.3. Optimistic event – the company has been hindered by the financial performance of its parent 

which also cast doubt on ALUE’s future. About a year ago when the sale was announced, 

Emelianoff predicted the business would double in the next five years. The messaging remains 

the same, though the company decreased revenue 8% in 2014. The decline was attributed to 

uncertainties around the sale, which was reinforced by a very strong post-sale Q4-14.  
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3.4. The networking solutions are aligned with Huawei and Avaya, specifically shortest path 

bridging.   

3.5. The newest OpenTouch Suite supports telephony, instant messaging, web conferencing and HD 

video in a single application. Additionally, scalability was increased and licensing simplified.  

3.6. ALUE experienced tremendous growth in selected sectors in Q4-14, particularly with 

networking solutions showing growth rates as high as 77%.  

4. Analysis 
4.1. While four priorities sounds elegant and manageable, they are far from it. In particular the 

areas of Geographies and Cloud are very broad. Geographies include China, Russia, Mid-East, 

CALA, and North America – plus defensive strategies to protect its base in Europe. That’s a fairly 

significant global “focus.” Similar concern over its “focus” on Cloud which includes traditional 

cap-ex products to service providers, OpEx services to providers and partners, and directly 

creating and hosting applications. Through its Cloud Connect, the company also intends to 

bring hybrid cloud services to its installed base.   

4.2. ALUE has introduced outcome-based pricing in the hospitality sector. The model allows a 

hotelier to pay for its communications system only when rooms are rented. It’s a very intriguing 

and unique model. It’s more accurately described as usage-based pricing, particularly as ALUE 

has no impact on the booking. The model could prove to be lucrative if met unchallenged by 

competitors. ALUE intends to expand outcome models to its partners and other verticals. 

4.3. In a post-Snowden era, Chinese ownership could significantly hinder ALUE’s success in the west 

as was the case with Huawei which has exited the US market. ALUE downplays this risk and 

points to the Committee of Foreign Investment in the US (CFIUS) approving the sale to Huaxin. 

CFIUS is the inter-agency committee that reviews, investigates, and potentially blocks foreign 

investments that are deemed to raise national security concerns. It is very likely that perception 

and competitive FUD will thwart ALUE’s expansion in the US and parts of Europe.  

4.4. ALUE will very likely experience rapid growth that far outpaces other UC vendors due to rapid 

expansion in the east; particularly China and Russia. China intends to replace most foreign 

technology in its banks, military, government agencies, and state-owned enterprises by 2020, 

and ALUE offers the latest western technologies. The growth potential abroad far exceeds the 

current business.  

4.5. Unify and Cisco have taken a major shift toward collaborative workflow solutions. ALUE has not 

yet revealed a competitive solution in this area. Although it is early to be definitive, this may 

become a problem. Emelianoff signaled that growth will also come from acquisitions, and there 

are many emerging solutions.  

4.6. Free from its ALU parent, I get the impression that ALUE believes it is more nimble than it really 

is. The company expressed surprise by how much management time the sale to Huaxin 

consumed. ALUE remains a global vendor in a complex, regionalized market place. 

4.7. Overall, the ALUE solutions, both UC (OpenTouch) and networking are very strong and getting 

stronger. The company is well poised to improve its solutions and expand its base. 


